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More than any other item of apparel,
it is the qipao that perhaps best
captures the idealised allure and
exoticism of oriental femininity.
Text Michele Koh Morollo
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ecall some of the most enigmatic femme fatales
in Chinese popular culture and the iconic qipao
(otherwise known as ‘cheongsam’ in Cantonese),
that body-hugging, one-piece gown immediately
springs to mind.

Today, on Cochrane Street just next to Hong Kong’s
famous Central-Mid-Levels escalator is Linva Tailor.
Here, one can get a custom qipao made by the 71-year
old tailor Mr Leung Ching-wah, who made Cheung’s
stunning outfits for In the Mood for Love.

Asian-American actress Nancy Kwan wore them when
she captured hearts in the 1960 British-American film
The World of Suzie Wong. Chinese actress Gong Li
regaled film festivals the world over in her red bridal
qipao in the 1991 movie Raise the Red Lantern, while
Tang Wei sizzled in her classy floral printed qipaos in
the 2007 Golden Lion award-winning espionage thriller
Lust, Caution. But the actress most responsible for
elevating the dress in our collective consciousness is no
doubt Hong Kong actress Maggie Cheung.

Leung explains that a qipao is defined by its Chinese
collar and slim cut. ‘Traditional qipaos are usually made
of genuine silk and should have a hard collar with a
closure on the left, one button and cap sleeves,’ he says.
‘In some modern designs, however, the placement of the
collar closure varies.’

Sashaying melancholically across the screen in a dazzling
array of qipaos in the 2000 Wong Kar-wai cult classic
In the Mood for Love, Cheung cut a striking silhouette,
presenting the world with a style not easily forgotten.
Both on film and among fashionistas, the appeal of the
qipao is timeless and powerful. Perhaps this is because,
more so than any other dress style, the garment manages
simultaneously to convey sensuality and mystery,
genteelness and danger.
The earliest versions — much looser, straighter-cut
versions of today’s designs — were first worn by the
Manchu people as early as the 16th century. Because the
Manchu were known by China’s Han tribes as ‘Banner
People’, the word qipao, meaning ‘banner gown’, was
assigned to the style of dress.
When the Manchu tribes united with Han China under
the Qing Dynasty, the qipao rose in popularity among
the wealthy Han nobility, who adorned their gowns with
beads, gemstones, pearls and silk brocade, and by the
end of the Qing Dynasty in 1912, the popularity of the
qipao had surged to make it the national garb. But it
was not until the 1920s, in cosmopolitan Shanghai, that
the gown took on its present, more figure-hugging,
streamlined form. Over time, as Shanghai modernised,
Western sartorial trends influenced new qipao designs,
which became even more form-fitting with a teasing slit
up the leg.

Previous page: Scenes from Wong
Kar-wai’s classic In the Mood for Love,
in which Maggie Cheung captivated
audiences in her many beautiful qipaos
This page: A number of contemporary
fashion houses are bringing the qipao
into a modern age, such as these off-therack designs by Yi-ming (yi-ming.asia)
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During the Civil War, many Shanghainese tailors fled
to Hong Kong, where they set up shop and by the 50s
were making everyday qipaos for working women in the
former colony, sometimes using fabrics favoured by the
British such as wool, twill and cotton. The qipao even
became the preferred uniform for flight attendants and
female staff in many of the city’s hotels and restaurants
during that period.

Cheung cut a
striking silhouette,
presenting the world
with a style not
easily forgotten
Aside from silk, fabrics like lace, brocade and cotton are
sometimes used to make qipaos. Leung suggests short
cotton or silk versions in a single colour for everyday
wear, lace for more formal occasions, or bright floral
patterns in silk for younger ladies and brocade and
darker colours for mature ladies in need of evening and
wedding attire.
But it’s not only tailors who are making qipaos. A
handful of contemporary Hong Kong fashion houses
such as Shanghai Tang, Goods of Desire and Yi-ming
have the gowns available for purchase off the rack, so
busy urbanites who don’t have the time to get their
measurements taken at the tailor can still purchase one
conveniently enough.
Leung thinks it’s a pity that women these days don't
wear qipaos as often as they once did, tending instead to
save them for special occasions. ‘The qipao really makes
a woman stand out in a crowd,’ he says. ‘It displays her
figure beautifully and conveys a sense of nostalgia and
romance.’
But while the gowns themselves may not be seen on the
streets quite as often as in the past, their allure remains.
Fashion trends may come and go, but the elegant qipao
is one perennial item that ought to have a place in every
woman’s wardrobe.
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